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TTI Study Shows Roadway Congestion Growing 

Additional Public Transportation Investment Needed 

WASHINGTON, DC, June 20 -American metropolitan communities of all sizes are witness to more 
and longer traffic delays due to growing roadway congestion, according to the 19th annual Urban 
Mobility Report released by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI). According to study authors, 
roadway congestion now costs $67.5 billion per year or the value of 3.6 billion hours of delays and 
5.7 billion gallons of excess fuel consumed in the 75 urban areas studied. To reduce this cost, the 
authors suggest a variety of strategies and investments will be needed including more public 
transportation. 
 
Click here for the TTI 2002 Urban Mobility Report (PDF File*). 
 
"Despite only one in four American households having access to satisfactory public transportation 
services, ridership has grown by over 22 percent in the last six years," said William W. Millar, 
American Public Transportation Association President. "If public transportation were available 
throughout the country, more people would have better choices than simply sitting in traffic." 
 
Noting that the study deals only with roadway congestion, Millar encouraged TTI to expand its study 
in the future to measure a more complete picture of mobility in urban areas across America. Data 
should be incorporated that measures the impact of public transportation, bicycle and pedestrian 
usage in future studies, thus leading to a broader understanding of how people travel rather than just 
looking at motor vehicle congestion. This would give communities better information when they 
make local transportation decisions. 

### 

APTA is a nonprofit international association of over 1,400 public and private member organizations 
including transit systems and commuter rail operators; planning, design, construction and finance 
firms; product and service providers; academic institutions, transit associations and state 
departments of transportation. APTA members serve the public interest by providing safe, efficient 
and economical transit services and products. Over ninety percent of persons using public 
transportation in the United States and Canada are served by APTA members. 

 
* The file can be viewed and printed using Adobe's free Acrobat Reader. The free Acrobat Reader 

may be obtained at the following Internet 

location: http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html. 
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